Dear BORIS,
You know that Britain has a huge debt problem - we're borrowing one pound for every four we spend. And you know
we've got to cut public spending to avoid a crisis in our economy.
Now we're asking for your help to make those cuts in a way that is fair and responsible. Today we launched a
Spending Challenge inviting everyone in the country to send in their ideas on how to get value for public money.
After all, this is your money and these are your public services. You pay your taxes, you use the hospitals, your
children go to the schools, you rely on the police to keep you safe. So tell us where you think the waste is. Tell us
where we can save in your local area. Tell us how we can re-think government and do things differently.
It's easy to get involved. Just go to the Spending Challenge website. Whether the sums involved are big or
small, we will consider them all. So don't hold back - be bold, be radical, be innovative in your thinking. Your
government needs you.

DEAR Mr. David Cameron,
First of all, many thanks to your command which regularly writes me from you good
letters, once even have sent me the invitation to enter your party. I am very glad for the
Englishmen which government ask them council. Probably, then the government will seriously
analyze their answers.
I was glad to receive from you such letter with the invitation to specify those places in
England where there are excessive expenses where it is possible to save. However …

I should remind you, that I not the Englishman, I live in far Russia. And first time, during
pre-election campaign, I have written for two reasons: to me figure David Cameron is nice
and the conservative ideology is close to me.
It seems, all empires, all operating social systems perish for two reasons: they luxuriate and
at their birth they on an euphoria wave forget to create actively operating system of revealing of
naturally arising lacks, errors, and system of working out of methods of their timely
neutralisation.
The analysis of all stage of existence of our Soviet empire has shown: for all 77 years at us
there were 5-7 periods when something else could be corrected (on a website of ours
INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY - http://talant-abc.narod.ru
item 16, the end). But then the Soviet economic science well ate and has absolutely forgotten
about the direct duties.
Therefore I to you would advise to hurry to organise the Ministry of national
development as it was made by Singapore. It is necessary to organise it from most creatively
active people and plus to create for them conditions which will oblige them very well to work: to
enter in the country an indicator of social and economic development , it will show their
work; gross national product it almost does not reflect. It not so will complicate your statistics.

But in any case if they somewhere in the country will not notice and will not support
development quantum it is necessary to recognise it as their minus, but the noticed and supported
quantum – their plus. Better with regulation of their wages on the size of a damage and effect for
the population and the state. The official should be involved in system of self-development of the
country. He will do it with pleasure.
But to work they will learn not at once. What to do today, tomorrow?
Yes, to cut public spending is necessary. The Soviet power some years prior to 1990 too
declared: the Economy should be economical, but … the people from it not became live better
and did not to protect the Soviet power and socialism.
All the matter is that to cut public spending most easier on wages. But it is not so easy to
tell about other person, that he receives many money. And the main thing: there are very artful
excesses in some business about which the only some concrete experts can know. But it is
favourable to all to be silent. It is necessary to create conditions that the most courageous has
shown a hole through which money flows away. For example, it is possible to provide a duty in
the state regulations to use for measurement of the area of the earth the space technics, though a
curve fence on half-metre there and here. The inhabitant pays in 10 times more, and a few
money goes to the one who the regulations have written. Here an example of harmful corruption
referring to scientific and technical progress. But there is also a positive corruption, it is easy to
see it on an example of one German case with the director of institute, which has bribed the
official to accelerate realisation of their project. But! As it has appeared – it was the best project.
The country will receive the main success, if teach to develop by publicly useful criteria ,
and these criteria will put all from a head on feet.
I have just arrived from Germany, probably, from the finest and richest city – but for this
reason its management has decided, that we have arrived to search for money for ourselves .
And only with it has decided to help us. It was a question of introduction of non-standard system
of certification of really innovative products by criteria of quality and ecological cleanliness
(in Russia, and then in Ukraine it works more than 15 years, the group from EU has especially
noted it in 2009).
But the administration of the burgomaster at all has not noticed the main thing in our letter:
the accelerated training to creativity (the letter already on our site of item 6.29). Yes, we
know, this question - for LANDTAG, but the opinion Herr Oberbürgermeister to it would be not
superfluous.
About what speech: EU has managed to proclaim the fine mechanism – «The European
Year of Creativity and Innovation-2009», there is about special school and lifelong
formation to creativity. But the present textbook while is not present. We have written it,
apparently, the first (items 6.16 and 6.23) – because we work over the theory and practice of
creativity since 1973-75. Very long it was almost in full vacuum, only now we have felt, that we
went correctly. And if you wish to make training of children active and creative, I will ask you to
recommend to the experts to look more attentively at this textbook, to be exact – on the our
program, very unusual from the point of view of standard teachers! In Samara, ours of "the
second capital of Russia», this question is planned since September of this year.
Still we to you would suggest to enter (for the first time in the world) except usual
scientific degrees, – creative degrees of public development, and depending on the effect
received in the country. It will be better, than the Nobel Committee which breaks all basic points
of will Нобеля. So you make active all creative elite of your country.
The most valuable to mankind – a question of reform of justice. It on works of your
compatriot J. Bentham could not make Napoleon and Alexander 1: lawyers have not seen in it
anything useful to themselves. If you have made it, it would be a huge gift for everything,

because many countries would go after you. The same we have offered for administrations of
Singapore – but whether they can?
To begin possible modestly, please declare, that any harm which someone will admit, itself
should compensate. It we named «RETURN LAW» - our book on site item 15. And it would be
revolution not centuries, and millenia!
The main thing, that to us has allowed to make it, - very detailed working out of the
Alphabet and Grammar of a public estimation of any kinds of effect from any innovations and of
a public damage from any crimes. And also occurrence of great Ross Perot, USA, 1992.
Главное, которое к нам позволило делать это, - очень детальная работа из Алфавита
и Грамматики общественной оценки любых видов эффекта от любых новшеств и
общественного повреждения от любых преступлений. И также работа Ross Perot, США,
1992.
Probably, you think: what for it is so much vanity? Once, almost half a century ago, all at
me began absolutely subconsciously, and now it is possible to formulate so. The organism and
especially a brain of the Person are designed so absolutely, so ingeniously! Each of us is worthy
it to live much better, more beautifully, more absolutely, more cleverly, than now. But the
mankind on level of the self-organising still has not nearer to natural perfection of the person. It
would be time.
About myself. Initially I the engineer, the inventor in the field of military technics. Has
then come to social sphere, but too as the inventor. More in detail - on our site in biography
section. A circle of questions over which we work, it is possible to see on our website – many
points there in English (6.0, 6.16.5, 6.21, 15, 16, 23, 30, 36, 38, 39, 40), but everywhere
machine translation. Despite it your experts if you can convince them, all will make. If very to be
necessary – we (1-2-3 professors from Moscow and Kaliningrad) can arrive to you, but no more
an once – ours INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY is not so rich.
Perhaps, You pay off by results of our work, if and when they will like you.
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